**RECRUITING EVENT**

The mezzanine will be decorated for Christmas and will make a welcoming atmosphere to draw in possible volunteers to fill the 86 positions needed, mostly in mornings and afternoons.

On Saturday, December 2nd, the Auxiliary will hold the third public recruitment event in the mezzanine above the Advance Surgical Waiting lobby. Over the 3 hours they hope to interview the 86 applicants we need and assign them to openings we presently have in both the hospital and at Ye Olde Thrift Shoppe. By holding this event in December, we are hoping to focus our efforts on year-round residents and snowbirds.

A drawing will be held to entice attendees to finish the process and turn in their applications.

---

**This Clown is Becky Montgomery.**

She is Team Leader for Dietary. She is also one of Jim Lemon’s great cart drivers. Becky is also part of The Villages Clown Club. The clowns followed the TVRH in the parade. What a great way to show off both passions!

---

My thanks to those volunteers who participated in the Oktoberfest parade with me last week: Kathy Hoey, Dolores Ball, Jim Lemon, George and Gloria Counselman, Sandy Murphy, Jeannie Rogale, Jackie Sampson, Mary Dolph. We were so well received by the crowd attending, standing, clapping and yelling thank you to us for all we do for the Hospital. It is an uplifting event. If we have a next time, I hope more of you will be able to join us.

---

*Parade October 17, 2017*

Jeannie Rogale and Jackie Sampson prepared to lead with the banner, as participants waited for the parade to begin.

Lou Emmert and Jim Lemon followed the banner.

Delores Ball, Gloria Council, George Council, Sandy Murphy and Mary Dolph followed the golf cart.

What a great way to show off both passions!
PRESIDENT’S LETTER
November 2017

“Yesterday is HISTORY—Tomorrow is MYSTERY—
Today is a GIFT;
That’s Why Its Called THE PRESENT”!!

HAPPY THANKSGIVING—a little early but appropriate for our November Hummingbird I thought. Recently, I was privileged to attend a conference of the Association of Florida Healthcare Auxiliaries Volunteers in Ocala. The keynote speaker used the quote above which is applicable for us; particularly for Thanksgiving. We should be grateful for the past and for the opportunities of the future but live for today and not miss the blessings of the present.

Volunteers Set the Bar
As volunteers we are sometimes the first person seen when a patient, family member or visitor enters the hospital. And we are definitely serving them throughout their stay or visit in the hospital. It is extremely important that we are always pleasant, caring, welcoming and helpful in our interaction with them. A smile, helpful word and positive attitude is critical in making their stay so much more comfortable. And they will leave the hospital thinking how great our volunteers are. Any concerns, issues or complaints should be given to your Department Chair and if not resolved then send it to me.

It is also important to remember we are a team and not here just to do the specific duties listed on our service description. These are just the basic requirements of our position. We should look for opportunities to help in other areas and to assist the other staff and volunteers in our specific area.

Life is Change
Right now lots of changes are taking place in the Emergency Department and the associated Waiting Room. Susan Williams, Lori Deforge, and Susie Atkins, have been holding meetings with all the volunteers in those two areas to explain what’s planned and to get their thoughts. These meetings have been very informative and helpful to the volunteers. We need to be patient and flexible during these times of change knowing the outcomes will be very beneficial for each of us as well as the patients. Our thanks go to Susan, Lori and Susie for including us in these planning and information sessions. They consider us part of their TEAM and that is a really good feeling.

Time really flies
It is again time for our election committee to meet for electing new officers for the 2018-2020 term. More information is included in this Hummingbird issue. Please read and be part of the process.

When any issues, concerns or questions come up that you might have for me Please feel free to send me an email: jdemmert@embarqmail.com.
You are all so appreciated and I’m so thankful to be working with such nice, thoughtful and dedicated people.

Have a blessed Thanksgiving.

Lou

Our Mission
To improve the health and quality of life of the individuals and communities we serve.
AUXILIARY BUSINESS CARDS AVAILABLE

We now have Auxiliary Business Cards available to all volunteers to give to family, friends, and acquaintances.

This card gives information on who to contact to become a volunteer, and has a place for you to write your name, if you desire to do so.

Please stop by the Day Captain’s Office to pick up a few for your pocket or purse to help in our ongoing recruitment efforts.

Emmett, Auxiliary President

Visit Our WEBSITE by clicking on the link below
https://www.thevillagesregionalhospital.org/foundationvolunteering/volunteering/otherEvents

IT IS TIME for NOMINATIONS for Our Elected Positions for 2018-2020

Nominations will be accepted by the Election Committee until December 15th. Nomination Forms can be picked up in the Day Captain’s office.

All positions: President, First Vice President, Second Vice President, Recording/Corresponding Secretary, Historian, and Parliamentarian shall be elected.

Section 3 – Notifications of elected positions open for nominations will be made in the November issue of the Hummingbird Newsletter.

a. Nominations will be accepted by the Election Committee until mid-December. Nominees must give permission to be nominated.

b. All nominations must be reviewed and accepted by the Volunteer Coordinator.

c. In the event more than one candidate is nominated for a position, ballot, will be compiled by the Election Committee, will be published in the January Hummingbird Newsletter to be voted on by the entire active Auxiliary Membership.

d. Deadline for return of ballots will be Feb. 1 or 20 calendar days after the publication of the ballots, whichever comes last.

e. Returned ballots will be tallied by the Election Committee to determine the winner(s). If there is only one candidate for each open position, the Election committee will declare the election closed and the position published on the ballot as duly elected.

f. The slate of elected officers will be announced in the March Hummingbird Newsletter.

g. Installation of elected officers will be held at the Annual meeting.

The Nominating Committee has been Announced
Rena Marchard
Pat Fitzgerald
Lois Laab
George Councilman
Jim Lemon
Barb Lovett
Betty Schneider
Eda Oteri
Joan Hanosek - 2nd VP

The duties of each of officers is listed on the last page of this Newsletter.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18th Volunteers will be Decorating the Hospital!

Please come at 9:00 am to put up the trees (male volunteers would be particularly helpful at this time)

Pizza will be served at noon (for those who help decorate).

At 1:00 pm we will decorate the trees and hang beautiful wreaths made by Billie Smith and her team. They have have been working hard to get all the decorations ready. We thank them for their dedication and for the beautiful decorations.

Billie Smith
Decorating Team Chair
When you receive an email from the Auxiliary office DO NOT JUNK or UNSUBSCRIBE IT! no matter if the topic has no interest for you. JUST TRASH IT!

We know that not all emails from the Auxiliary will pertain to YOU. BUT, there are many that will! So, if you unsubscribe or send it to “Junk” you could miss IMPORTANT information in the future! Such as:

- The Hummingbird Hospital Christmas Gift announcement (Hams & Turkeys)
- Notice of Auxiliary Luncheon
- Temporary Changes and Directives concerning Construction and Renovations
- Announcements Re: coupons, discounts, free tickets for volunteers

IF you accidently unsubscribe or you “Junk” it and are not receiving notices your fellow volunteers know about … please call the Auxiliary Office 352-751-8061. They cannot just reconnect you, but they will help you get it done.

A MASS-MAILING COMPUTER PROGRAM that proactively seeks out and resolves potential delivery issues to protect you. The Auxiliary sends messages to so many volunteers at once and to prevent your email provider from categorizing them as spam, they help ensure you receive the messages.

Meet

NATALIE NEUFELDER

Natalie Neufelder, celebrates 15 years as an active member of TVRH Auxiliary, having joined the Auxiliary in June, 2002. Her first assignment was Emergency Room Reception, but she quickly added Patient Care to her schedule. Several years ago she transferred to the Moffitt Cancer Center, and now serves as Librarian for the Central Florida Health Cancer Center.

Natalie is proud of the library of informational pamphlets on cancer that she has developed in the Cancer Center. Today she has over 200 publications on cancer research and resource material that are available to anyone in need. She also works closely with a Nurse Practitioner who distributes pamphlets to patients and families in the hospital. She says the most requested pamphlets are about Cancer Care, Hospice Care and “Five Wishes”.

Born and raised in Cincinnati, Ohio, Natalie and husband, Ted, moved to The Villages 21 years ago from Fort Branch, Indiana. They recently celebrated 60 years of marriage, are proud of their family: six children, fourteen grandchildren and three great-grandsons.

When asked what she would like others to know about her, she replied that she is happy to be a volunteer in TVRH Auxiliary, and that she enjoys the people she works with in the Cancer Center. Volunteering in the hospital is important to her, and she is proud of her 15 year milestone.

submitted by Pat Kronk

DID YOU KNOW?

CANDY GINNS

New Interim Auxiliary Secretary

Candy accepted the position until the new 2018 officers are installed. Candy works four hours a week in the Day Captain’s office and 4 hours in the Cath Lab.

WHEEL CHAIR Washing/Sanitizing Machine

The foundation has recently purchased a wheel chair washing/sanitizing machine. It will help keep the 24 new chairs recently purchased all clean and safe. Bars are also being attached to them to keep them from folding and makes then unable to ride off with patients.

SOME TVRH NURSING STAFF are Recruited From …

Puerto Rico has great training that meets the U.S. standards for nurses. There are several school options to select from. From the last recruitment, Over 20 nurses arrived before all the hurricanes. They are working in some capacity until they get their licence. It is also nice to know, when they come with their families, TVRH makes an effort to hire spouses in some area of the hospital.

Michael Pittman, Chief Clinical Officer and Susan Williams, Administrative Director of Nursing will be making another trip after the first of the year to hire more.

Puerto Rico has great training that meets the U.S. standards for nurses. There are several school options to select from. From the last recruitment, Over 20 nurses arrived before all the hurricanes. They are working in some capacity until they get their licence. It is also nice to know, when they come with their families, TVRH makes an effort to hire spouses in some area of the hospital.

Michael Pittman, Chief Clinical Officer and Susan Williams, Administrative Director of Nursing will be making another trip after the first of the year to hire more.
AUXILIARY PLEDGE
Believing that the hospital has real need for my service as a volunteer worker:
I will be punctual and conscientious in the fulfilment of my duties and accept supervision graciously.
I will consider as confidential all information which I may hear directly or indirectly concerning a patient, doctor or personnel, and will not seek information in regard to a patient.
I will take any problems, criticisms or suggestions to my department chairperson.
I will endeavor to make my work of the highest quality.
I will uphold the traditions and standards of this hospital and will interpret them to the community at large.

THIRD QUARTER 2017 MILESTONE HOURS

8000 Hours
Mary O’Donnell
5000 Hours
Shirley Teague
3000 Hours
George Counselman
Jackie Sampson
Joan Sloan
2000 Hours
Janice Davenport
1000 Hours
Patrick Fitzgerald
Clara Janet
Geraldine Miles
Marilyn Brandt
Gail Gunning
Gary French
Michael Anderson
Judy Dean
Steven Muench
Kathy Berlin

500 Hours
Betsey Trigilio
Don Meddick
Christine Kasprzak
JoAnn Reedy
Rita Clifford
John Kachmar
Elena Goulet
Stefanie McDonald
Jennifer Meddick
Shree Warner
John Bisas
Linda Travers
Sylvia Gardner
Susan Matza
Jackie Phillips
Eva Shore
Kristy Franklin
William Reedy
Gloria Kennedy
Janice Peters
Carla Eenigenburg
Donna Hinkel
Beverly Maclay

300 Hours
Joseph Wray
Ralph Flood
Eleanor Applegate
Sylvia Babcock
William Wilkie
Robert J. Smith
James Brooks
Ann Connery
Jessica Smith
Evelyn Robertson
Mary Sue Bundstein
Penny Stinton
Judy Brock
Robert Bassett
Karen Foley
Andrea Pfeifer
Jane Larson
Mary Jo Nordwall
Patricia Carpenter
Trini Leggiero
Elizabeth Lincoln

100 Hours
Margaret Cooper
Paul Patella
Robert Crow
Yaa’-Asante Tyler-Gilkes
Carolyn Carr
Jaleigha Dunlap
Mike Mittal
Marjorie McGraw
Mary Torr
Terri Supon
John Benn
Kathleen Hronchek
David M. Nelson
Emma Ballard
Mary Loftus
Emily Garten
Caden Truthwein
Margaret Fitzgerald
Patti Majer
Lena Matsveych
Lorraine Gaffney
Maci Scarborough
Bonnie Cohen
Ann Heberlig
Anne Oliver
Susan Pittelli
Georgia Kraemer
Connie Gorup
Rhonda Mustardo
John D. Roberts
Deanna Miller
Doris Bryant
Josephine Olson
Virginia Gigante
Martha Runyon
Debbie Jenkins
Ann Schmidt
Faye McCarrell
Diane Duprat
Marcia Coomber
Stephen Pepper
Lisa Honka
Jacqueline Funk
Shirley Ann Davis
Melody Searles

Important reminders for each of us: (1) be sure to take the ATM/ARCE during your birth month; (2) no eating at your desk (a drink is permitted); (3) as you are entering patient rooms, please check for a sign on the door indicating special requirements for that room. DO NOT ENTER A ROOM WITH A SIGN ON THE DOOR.

ARCE TESTING
Annual Regulatory Compliance Education & Risk Safety Module
(Same Testing, New Name, Still Mandatory!)
For NEW VOLUNTEERS & GOLF CART DRIVERS
November 7 & 21 • 8:00-11:30 am
You will get your TB test and your eyes checked the same day. East Campus, 2nd floor, Classroom 2

For ANNUAL VOLUNTEERS
Any Tuesday... But, the 2 Tuesdays above may be busier than the other 2 Tuesdays.

FOR EYE TESTS: The Employee Health Care nurse will be available for volunteers eye testing on Tuesdays. Eye Tests are available at Employee Health Care Office on the 3rd floor of the East Campus.
JUDY BEDA  RN, BS, VJV, CHPC
Assistant Compliance Officer, Central Florida Health

Judy spoke at the October Auxiliary Executive Committee meeting. She is the Assistant Compliance Officer for Central Florida Health. The focus of her talk was on HIPAA Privacy and its importance to all of us. She said that one of the areas where there has been ongoing problems is with discharge paperwork and patients receiving another patients paperwork along with theirs. With the number of discharges the hospital sees she stated that it is extremely important that all staff are diligent in making sure that the right papers are given to the right patient every time. Providing another patient’s information triggers a Risk Assessment to determine if a breach has occurred, in this scenario it is typically considered a breach which requires follow-up with the staff responsible as well as notification to the patient whose information has been shared inappropriately. Judy did acknowledge our facilities are very busy and our clinical staff are human and this kind of event can happen.

The other area she discussed was accessing patient information on the computer. All employees and volunteers have access to only need to know information for the job that they do and should not be “snooping” in any other areas of the computer for information on patients. Judy told the group that she does periodic audits and addresses any breaches of privacy directly with the individual involved. As the Assistant Corporate Compliance Officer she said that she gets many, calls on the Corporate Compliance Hotline, which is encouraged as an avenue to report any concerns or issues folks have. She reminded the group to be protective of personal information especially Social Security and Medicare numbers. She left the group with her direct contact info. Direct line number: 352-323-5356 and email: jbeda@centhealth.org.

--- Candy Ginns with minor clarifications by Judy Beda

WELCOME!

to Our New Volunteers

Barbara Armbruster  Dorothy Noble
Phil Bohland        Patricia Rockefeller
Linda Chancey      Raymond Rockefeller
Gregg Dooley       Michael Stepanian
Donna Grillo       Jean-Ann Walker
Marjorie Hennessy  Pearl Watkins
Gail Mattei        Gail Gillian
David Silverstein  Joshua Knobel
Karen Skaggs       Stephen Kuchefski
Sharon Stanley     Marylou Ward
Joyce Zange        Dennis Wright
Susan Lynch         Janet Wright

The Gift Gallery invites you to a

Masquerade Jewelry and Accessories SALE

$5 Monday & Tuesday, November 13 & 14 in the hospital’s main lobby.
Cash and credit cards will be accepted. Stop by to pick up some great holiday gifts at a low price!
Holidays ARRIVE EARLY IN THE GIFT GALLERY OF TVRH

“Santa’s elves have been very busy in the workshop of The Gift Gallery.”

The gift shop has been transformed into a beautiful winter wonderland, full of gifts and items ranging from elegant to whimsical.

Please drop in for a visit and check out the new décor and all the new items for sale. We have angels, wreaths, garden flags, scarves, shawls, whimsical reindeer, and so much more for you to enjoy. Get a head start on your gift buying by shopping in your hospital gift store.

Remember, purchases made in The Gift Gallery go help raise funds for our hospital.
Ye Olde Thrift Shoppe is open
Tuesday through Saturday from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and is located at 106 & 110 W. Lady Lake Blvd. just two blocks
south of the CR 466 and US Highway
441 intersection and
part of the Lady Lake
Historical Park.

For more information
call us at 352-259-5853.
We appreciate all your
donations and can also
pick up large pieces
of furniture
(just call 352-874-3593).

At this special time of
Thanksgiving, we are thankful
for all our volunteers, our donors
and shoppers

We close at 1 p.m. Wed. Nov 22
and reopen on Friday Nov 24
Join us that day for hourly drawings,
refreshments, and GREAT bargains!

Café CURTAIN CALL

After weeks of thinking about it, we finally made the move. Off to the fabric store to pick up material for the panels on the stainless steel tables. Fifteen minutes of hunting and we found the perfect pattern: coffee cups, lattes and cappuccinos!

Next we had to somehow get an iron, ironing board and sewing machine to the hospital thinking it would be easier to do it there rather than at home. Off we went in the golf cart with our trusty mini bungee cord holding the ironing board in place, the iron in the basket, and the sewing machine on our lap.

Imagine the look of the front desk volunteers when the two of us marched into the hospital lobby carrying all of our gear. Because it was a Sunday and the Café was closed, we set up our sewing corner right on the counter.

Now we were ready to begin. Ironing board set up and iron turned on (√), threading the sewing machine (√);
tape measure in hand to make sure we have the correct dimensions (√). Let the project begin!!!

However, to our dismay, the threading of the bobbin was testing our patience and the “tension” in the Café was building. After several attempts, feeling defeated, and the hour of the Packer Game kickoff approaching, we decided to pack everything up and hit the road. We’d finish the project at home.

Three days later, with the tension still rising, we ended up borrowing another neighbor’s sewing machine and thought, we’re ready now!

Without “fabricating” this story any more, we did complete the panels, and with the help of Velcro, successfully attached them to the stainless steel tables.

Stop by and see how these panels “perked” up the Café. We’ll even buy you a cup of coffee.

Café Co-leaders, Chris & Penny
The Villages® Regional Hospital Auxiliary Foundation invites you to save the date for their “Hearts for Our Hospital Big Bike Weekend” November 10 and 11, 2017.

The Cycling Expo and Health Fair will be held Friday, November 10 from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. at La Hacienda Regional Recreation Center in The Villages and the Bicycle Challenge will be Saturday, November 11 starting at 8 a.m. There will be five route options, including a 10-mile, 17-mile, 32-mile, 64-mile and 100-mile course. All participants who register by October 22 will receive a free event t-shirt! Visit www.H4HBikeWeekend.com to learn more.

The 11th annual Cabaret at Savannah will take place Wednesday, January 24 at the Savannah Center. Produced by Ray Leggiero, this annual fundraiser for the Villages Regional Hospital Auxiliary Foundation brings together many of the top talent in The Villages. Many veteran performers of past cabarets will be returning for this year’s show including Larry Rivellese who was recently featured on the NBC show Little Big Shots: Forever Young hosted by Steve Harvey. The Cabaret showcases musical numbers from Broadway to opera, interspersed with comedians and impersonators including Frank Procelli, a rookie to this year’s lineup. And let’s not forget crowd favorite, “Dorels”, who will return again this year to join the all-star cast. The Cabaret will host two performances at 5:00 and 8:00 p.m. and provide audience members with a choice of cabaret or balcony seating. Attendees are encouraged to bring their own beverages and snacks which can be as elaborate or minimal as you like. Tickets will go on sale at The Villages Box Office after Thanksgiving.

(Foundation, continued on page 10)
“And the Beat Goes On” is the theme for this year’s 12th annual Hearts for our Hospital Gala to be held Saturday, February 10th, 2018. This event described by Gala co-chair, Diane Kupchak, is the premier black tie event in The Villages. In addition to good music, fine dining, and the silent and live auctions that are always part of the Gala, Diane shares there will be some new offerings at this year’s event. As co-chair, she is in charge of the silent auction. “I have assembled a team of volunteers to work with me and I am very excited by the new and fresh ideas coming from the team,” said Diane.

One such feature she is excited about is the addition of a high-tech photo booth. Guests can add graphics and virtually spray paint graphics into their photo. In addition to receiving a keepsake photo, guests will also have the opportunity to upload their photo to all forms of social media.

An elegant evening for all, the Hearts for Our Hospital is the largest annual fundraiser for the Auxiliary Foundation. The proceeds from the event will go toward the purchase of needed equipment, as well as support programs and services of The Villages Regional Hospital. “People attending this event are helping us help our hospital,” said Diane. The Gala is a community event open to all. For more information or tickets, please call the Auxiliary Foundation office at 352-751-8871.

The Villages Regional Hospital Auxiliary Foundation is hosting their
SEE’S CANDY SALE
Annual Fundraiser!
Be sure to stop by the pre-sale table to purchase your favorite chocolates, chews and toffees – they make great gifts for the holiday season!
The pre-sale table will be set up in front of the TVRH Cafeteria.
Monday, November 6 through Thursday, November 9 between the hours of 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Payment can be made by cash, credit card, check.

Mock Operating Room Event
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Thursday Nov. 9th  8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
The hospital is holding a mock Operating Room event for all the students in the area who attend the Medical Career Academy in their respective schools. The head of the TVRH Education Group, Tammy Gorby, needs about 4-8 volunteers to meet and greet and give directions to the participants. You may work a morning shift, afternoon shift or the entire day. If interested please email Gloria at tvrhvpo@centflhealth.org no later than Friday, November 3, 2017.
Thanks to all of you who are able to participate in this activity.

Happy Holidays!
TVRH AUXILIARY MEMBERSHIP
OFFICER NOMINATION FORM
for the 2018-2020 term

I wish to nominate ____________________________________________

for the position of ____________________________________________

What makes this person a viable candidate? – Experience, knowledge, skills, etc.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Your name ________________________________Phone number_________________

Has this person agreed to be nominated?   ☐ Yes   ☐ No   ☐ self

This form must be turned in to Day Captain’s office
no later than December 15th
NOMINATIONS FOR OUR ELECTED OFFICERS FOR 2018

Nominations will be accepted by the Election Committee until December 15th. Nomination Forms can be picked up in the Day Captain’s office or printed from here. Nominees must give permission to be nominated.

Voting is open to Active Members of the Auxiliary Only
The slate of elected officers will be announced in the March Hummingbird Newsletter. Installation of elected officers will be held at the Annual meeting.

OVERVIEW OF OFFICER DUTIES

**Auxiliary Membership President:**
- Chairs the Membership Branch Executive Committee
- Ex-officio member of all committees except the Election Committee
- Vice President of the Auxiliary Corporate Board of Directors
- Responsible for organizing and communicating with the Auxiliary Membership
- Appoints Department Chairs

**First Vice President**
- Assumes the powers and perform the duties of the President in the event of the absence, disability or resignation of the President

**Second Vice President**
- Performs the duties of the President in the absence of the President and First Vice President
- Coordinates the Election Committee
- Serves as Chair of the Auxiliary Handbook Committee

**The Recording/Corresponding Secretary**
- Keeps and distribute an accurate record of all Membership Branch Executive Committee and General Membership meetings of the Auxiliary Membership
- Conducts all the general correspondence of the Auxiliary Membership, including Sympathy and Get Well cards to members

**Historian**
- Collects and organizes historical data including, but not limited to: newspaper articles, photos, special events and fundraisers
- Scans all articles from local publications and sends to the Auxiliary Foundation Office for record keeping

**Parliamentarian**
- Knowledgeable and familiar with Robert’s Rules of Order, the governing authority for Auxiliary meetings
- Ensures meetings of the Auxiliary Membership are conducted under these procedures
Happy Holidays!

As the holiday season draws near and we celebrate, we are reminded that as an organization we have much to be thankful for... All of YOU!

As a token of our appreciation we wish to present you the opportunity to select a holiday delicacy (Honey Baked Ham, Turkey, or Vegetarian) for your family’s dining pleasure. To assure we provide you with a gift of your choosing, we are asking all members of our Auxiliary to

sign up in the Day Captains Office anytime beginning Monday, October 30th through Wednesday, November 15th to make your selection.

Gift vouchers are available to redeem for Thanksgiving or the December Holidays. If you choose to redeem your gift for Thanksgiving you will need to pick up your gift at The Honey Baked Ham Store in Eustis or Lady Lake.

Onsite dates have been established to arrive in time for the DECEMBER Holidays. Upon making your gift selection, you will also be asked to choose the location in which to pick up your gift. Auxiliary members will receive a voucher during the week of November 20th to present when picking up their gift.

Please note that no gifts will be distributed without a voucher

Stay tuned for more information!

From our family to yours, we extend our best wishes for a joyous holiday season filled with peace, health, and happiness.

Warm Regards,

TVRH Foundation & The Executive Team

Please COMPLETE the following information, TEAR APART and TURN IN TO THE DAY CAPTAIN’S OFFICE by WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15TH.

Name:_________________________________________________________
Phone No:______________________________________________________
Gift Selection:  ☐ HoneyBaked Ham  ☐ HoneyBaked Turkey Breast  ☐ Vegetarian
Select a location where you will pick up your gift:

☐ TVRH onsite delivery: Wednesday, December 20th 6:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.
Thursday, December 21st 6:30 a.m. – 10:00am and 2:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.